FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SPACE 55 ANNOUNCES A RARE DOUBLE-FEATURE EVENT
-- Online, cross-border collaboration to debut in February -PHOENIX – January 27, 2010 An online collaboration between two playwrights – one in Canada and the other
in Arizona – hits the stage next month as Space 55 Theatre Ensemble presents the world premiere of the
paired one-act plays, Tangelico, by Sterling Lynch of Ottawa, Ontario, and A Cube With A View, by Mare Biddle
of Phoenix.
"Sterling and I followed each other on Twitter as fellow playwrights. From there we read each other's blogs,
started emailing and then worked on each other's material," Biddle said. "Social media fostered our connection
and collaboration. Without Twitter, this double feature at Space 55 would never have been created."
A Cube With A View, an edgy comedy about a lopsided love triangle and cats, was written as a companion
piece to Tangelico, a farce about the creative process, friendship and memory. Biddle’s one-act, which was
developed through Space 55's Writers Forum, serves as another outstanding example of Space 55's dedication
to cultivating original, cutting-edge theatre locally.
The Tangelico/A Cube With A View double feature will be presented February 11-27, 2010, on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $15.00. The paired one-acts will be presented back-to-back with a
15-minute intermission. Running time, including intermission, is approximately two hours.
A live/online Q&A with both playwrights will be held immediately following the closing night performance on
February 27th. Lynch and Biddle will respond to questions from the live audience as well as queries submitted
via Twitter.
Directed by Bob Fisher, Tangelico features Brandon Wiley, Stacey Reed and Willa Darian. Directed by Brandon
Wiley, A Cube With A View features Elizabeth Athetis, Bob Fisher and Ryan Gaumont.
Photography for the double feature is available for publication and may be downloaded at
www.space55.org/press/
SPACE 55 DOUBLE FEATURE -- Two playwrights. Two one-act plays. One absurd, one slightly less absurd.
Both abusing potatoes, apples, soy milk and other oddities.
-------------Space 55 is located at 636 East Pierce Street in downtown Phoenix. In addition to the season’s schedule,
improvisational comedy, music and other special events are held weekly. Space 55 also participates in First
Friday events. Check the website – www.space55.org -- for a comprehensive list of ongoing events and shows.
Tickets for all shows may be purchased via showup.com or at Space 55 the night of the show. For more
information on the venue, tickets and show content, please contact Artistic Director Shawna Franks at
shawna@space55.org.

About Space 55 Theatre Ensemble
Formed in 2006, Space 55 Theatre Ensemble is dedicated to the development and production of new and
innovative theatre and presenting it in a relaxed, casual environment at an affordable price.
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